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Introduction

The profile behavior and form of light element resonance lines
0

such as HI Lyman a, HeI 10830 A, OI 1302-6 and 0I 7774/8446 pro-

vide important diagnostic information concerning the atmospheric

structure of early-type stars. Because Lya and 10830 occur in

widely separated spectral regions, the constraints upon model

atmosphere calculations these two lines provide are more severe

than usually available, particularly when non-LTE effects are

included. With this end in mind, the Vaughn pressure--scanned

Fabry-Perot interferometer was modified for use as a narrow-band,

single-order, near-infrared scanner. The modified device has

been used on the 0.6 m telescope at the University of Rochester,

C.E.K. Mees Observatory and most recently on the Kitt Peak National

Observatory 0.9 m telescopes. The Copernicus Space Telescope of

The Princeton University Observatory has been used to obtain Lya

as well as 0I 1302-6 profiles in a number of stars in the 10830
0

observing program. In addition to the interest in the 10830 A

line as an indicator of stellar non-LTE conditions, the recently
0

discovered correlation between solar 10830 A emission and the lack

of solar coronal X-ray emission (coronal holes) has sparked re-

newed discussion of resonance line formation mechanisms in turbu-

lent regimes.

Starting in September 1977, the principal investigator will

be spending a one-year sabbatical at the Goddard Space Flight

Center as a NRC-NAS Senior Research Associate, During this time,

effort will be concentrated upon final. 10830 and UV line profile

reductions, qualitative interpretations, and an initial start on

quantitative aspects of an eventual model atmosphere analysis.
'?I
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pro
The Observational Programs 	 Current Status

To date approximately 80 scans of 10830 have been obtained

in 50 "northern" ODA stars with a photometric accuracy of between

3% and 10% depending on the apparent infrared magnitudes of the

stars.	 A wide variety of objects have now been surveyed between

05-A2 in spectral type and I-V in luminosity class. 	 In adition

to normal standard stars, particular attention has been paid to

stars likely to show time-variations including

(a) Supergiants
(b) Be and Shell stars
(c) Bp and AD stars
(d) Eclipsing and spectroscopic binaries.

Although the early 10830 observations were plagued by weather	 I

and instrumentation problems, since moving the instrumentation to

Kitt Peak satisfactory results have been obtained.	 While the

FW-118 sensitivity is not as high as when Vaughn used it, storage

in the dry Arizona climate has produced an unexpected ten-fold

reduction in the tube noise level. 	 It was therefore possible to

attempt moderate precision (3-5% counting accuracy) surveys of a

number of stars not a part of the originally proposed program.

Some exploratory work on the HI Paschen 10938 and 01 7774/8443

lines has also been performed using the F-P interferometer. 	 Limi-

ted wide-band narrow-band interference filter photometry of 10830

and 10938 has been obtained for a limited number of the brighter

program stars.	 A photographic survey of the 01 7774/8443 lines

in the program stars of later spectral types (B3-AS) and using

I-N hypersensitized plates is continuing with the C.E.K. Mees

0.6 m telescope (University of Rochest er).	 When the initial photo-

graphic survey is complete, observing time to obtain high accuracy

Fabry-Perot profiles will be requested, probably at Kitt Peak.
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1 As a summary of the current status of the observation prog-

ram, Table I lists (according to right ascension) all stars for

which raw F-P scans have been obtained with notes concerning the

availability of Copernicus telescope UV scans. For stars for

which Copernicus scans are either poor or not available, a comment

in square brackets is given. Copernicus time for y Ori, 13 Lion,

o Pup, S UMa, and a CrB during late 1977 and 1978 is being re-

quested.

In Table II, the stars presented in Table I are rearranged

by special interest group. Those stars on the original observa-

tional list are indicated in T<,.ble II by a single asterisk. Of

the original stars only three stars do not have satisfactory 10830

profiles available--a Col, a Sco, and y Peg. This is counterbal-

anced by the fact that twenty-four additional stars were obtained.

Unfortunately, because of the instrumentation problems to be dis-

cussed later, -the profiles denonvolution has become a more time-

consuming task than originally envisioned and so even "quick-look"

reductions are available only for about 300 of the stars listed.

r
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Instrumentation - Current Status

In spite of early instrumentation setbacks, it has now become
0

almost routine to obtain raw F-P profiles at 10830 A. Our origi-

nal goal of real-time data reduction, however, was not realized.

In particular, the use of CO 2 as the scanning gas introduces re-

duction complications of non-linear scanning intervals as well as

zero point drifts due to CO 2 condensation in the F-P chamhev.

In8trumental modifications which will alleviate the CO 2 condensa-

tion problem are currently being incorporated into the F-P design.

4 &
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Table I y
Y

.^ Right Ascension. List of Stars for Which 10830 Profiles Have Been Obtained Using the
Vaughn Fabry-Perot Interferometer (by June 1977) under NASA Grant NCR 33-219-002.3

5
a And B9p (Mn) 1 scan	 SB, _ .96 Copernicus Star

y Cas BOIV:e 2 scans Copernicus Star

^ Per BOne: shell 1 scan	 SB, .23 Copernicus Star
a

Cj S Per B8V 6 scans	 BB, various	 Copernicus Star 4"_

Per B5ne: shell 1 scan Copernicus Star

p Tau B7III 1 scan Copernicus Star

i; Per B1Iab 1 scan Copernicus Star

I	 !1 e Aur A8Ia/FOIap 1 scan [Too Faint. for Copernicus]
^ a

6 Ori B8Ia 3 scans Copernicus Star

Y Ori B21II 1 scan [No U2 scans?]

'= S Tau B7II1 1 scan Copernicus Star (DDM) i
1

a Ori 08, Oe5 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star
/

d

F{ 0 Ori 06 1 scan [Multiple, Poor Guiding]

Tau B2IVp (*) 2 scans	 .74) Copernicus Star`

5 Ori 09.5ITI 1 scan Copernicus Star

!1 L Ori 09111 1 scan Copernicus Star

{
I e Ori BOIa 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star p

` Ori 09.5Ia 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star

K Ori BO.5Ia (*) 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star

B Aur B9.5pv(Si) 1 scan Copernicus Star
p

17 Lei) Aeq (shell) 1 scan [Too Paint for Copernicus?]

S CMa B1II-III 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star

S Mon B3Ve, B4V ]. scan [Multiple, Poor Guiding]
k

B 13 Mon AOIb 1 scan [Copernicus Time Requested]

Y Gem AOIV 1 scan Copernicus Star (DDM)

a CMa A&B .A1V + wd 1 scan Copernicus Star

e CMa B2I1 1 scan Copernicus Star

g 02 CMa B3Ia 1-1/2 scans Copernicus Star

B51a 1 scan Copernicus Star z"

CMi B7V (*) 1 scan Copernicus Star	 (DDti)

0 1'up BOpe ]. scan [Copernicus Time Requested]
i

a 1,00 B7V 2 scans Copernicus Star

B ti^J \O 1 scan [U2 selected lines]
i
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Table I (continued)
a ;a

0 Ui4a AN 1 scan [Copernicus Time Requested]

p Leo B1Ib 1 scan Copernicus Star }:;1
i

Y UP1a AOVn 1 scan Copernicus Star (DD14)

Y Cry B8III 1 scan Copernicus Star (DDI.1,

d Cry B9.5V 1 scan Copernicus Star (DDM)"

K Dra Me (*) 1 scan Copernicus Star

e UMa AOp	 (Cr) 3 scans Copernicus Star r}

aZ CVn Ap 2 scans Copernicus Star

a Vir B1V 2 scans Copernicus Star (DDM)

p Iota B3V 1 scan Copernicus Star

S Lib B8V 1 scan Copernicus Star

a CrB AOV 1 scan [Copernicus Time Requested]

Dra 13611I 1 scan Copernicus Starj

a Lyr AOV 2 scans Copernicus Star

P Cyg Ble 1 scan Copernicus Star $ I

6 Cyg B9.5III 1 scan Copernicus Star (DDM)

a Cyg A2Ia 2 scans Copernicus Star
,r

*Spectral class ifi.catiou may be incorrect.
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Table II	 j
r

F-P 10830 Stars Arranged According to Special Interest or Spectral Type Groups

*K Ori
*c Ori
13 Mon
*a Cyg

Supergiants
	^ Per	 B1Iab

	

e Aur	 A8Ia/FOIap

	

*R Ori	 B8Ia

	

Ori	 09.5Ia

Early Be/Shell Stars

^A

BO.5Ia (**)	 oz CMa B3Ia
BOIa	 n CMa	 B5Ia
AOIb	 n Leo	 AOIb
A2Ib	 p Leo	 B1Ib

	

*Y Cas	 BOIV:a
	

R Mon
	

B3V

	

^ Per	 Bone: shell
	 o Pup
	

BOpe

	

V^ Per	 B5ne: shell
	

P Cyg
	

Ble

	

*^ Tau	 B2IVp (**)

i
i^

r
d

Late B Peculiar Stars

*a And	 B9p (Mn)	 K Dra	 B7Ve (**)
6 Aur	 B9.5p (Si)	 *e UMa	 AOp (Cr)

17 Lep , Aeq (shell)	 a2 CVn Ap

OB Stars

Y Ori B2III i Ori 09III e CMa B2II

X Ori 08, Oe5 *a Vir B1V
0 Ori 06 n UMa B3V

*S Ori 09.5III *R CMa B1II-III

Late B Stars

*R Per B8V *a CMa AN *y UMa AOV

*n Tau B7III *R CMi B7V (***) *Y CrV B8III

*R Tau B7III *a Leo B7V *6 CrV B9.5V

*Y Cem AOIV R UMa A1V *R Lib B8V

a CrB AOV *a Lyr AOV Dra B6III
*S Cyg	 B9.5III

3

i
s ,

Notes:	 * Original program star
** Classification in doubt or controversial

*** May be a Be .star
t

i

J
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These modifications should eliminate all zero-point drifts from

future F-P 10830 observations. They, however, cannot alter -the

reduction problems already present in the data now on hand. The

F-P is currently being stored at Kitt Peak in case additional ob-

serving time becomes available. No plans exist for use elsewhere

as appropriate shipping funds are not available.

Theoretical Analyses - Current Status

Initial. modifications of computer codes of standard LTE model

atmosphere programs for running on the University of Buffalo CYBER

computer system have been made with the kind cooperation of Dr. H.

van Horn of the University of Rochester and Dr. L. Auer of NCAR,

Boulder, Colorado. Work on non-LTE problems will commence after

LTE predictions have been generated.

a'

:M
r

.^a

Future Goals and Aims

During 1977-78, the principal investigator will be a NAS-NRC

research associate at the Goddard Space Flight Center where work 	 a
3

on the available 10830 and Lyman a profiles will, hopefully, be

completed. Therefore no follow-on proposal to this grant will be

possible until the fall of 1978. Present plans call for semi- 	 r
1
rt

qualitative discussions of the available observational material
'a

to be published during 1977-78. The 'time-scale required before

quantitative theoretical discussions can be attempted is difficult

to predict, but 3-5 years is not unrealistic. Thus while the

formal financial NASA support terminates with this report, work

on the 10830 profile and related problems will continue. It seems 	 <i

appropriate to conclude this final r p^ort with a summary of in- `a

tended future extensions of the grant work.
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A. Observational Tasks (1977-80)

(a) During 1978-80 an effort will be made to complete the

10830 survey of all OBA stars up to mIR = 3m5 both

northern and southern. NASA or NSF support will be

solicited.

(b) During 1977-78, Copernicus UV observations will be pro-

posed and hopefully completed using travel available as

an NRC-Senior Associate. Observing proposals for guest-

investigator status on the I.U.E. will be generated for

the 1978-80 period.

(c) Completion of the photographic OI 777418443 survey will

be attempted during 1977-78 by D. Kelly of SUNY-Geneseo.

A photoelectric survey will be planned for 1978-80 once

the results of the photographic survey are available.

B. Data Reduction an3 Publication
0

During 1977-78, final deconvolved F-P 10830 A profiles

will be constructed for all available data. It remains to be

determined whether- a single atlas or several specialized group

atlases will be produced. Final UV profiles of Copernicus

data will also be completed.

C. Theoretical Calculations and Model Atmospheres

In preparation for line profile calculations on the

University of Buffalo CYBER system, the Computer Center staff

of SUNY-Geneseo will modify as necessary several existing

atmosphere programs including those made available by the

University of Rochester and the Goddard Space Flight Center.

By 1978, some non-LTE work may begin, either at Goddard or

h
	

upon return to Geneseo.

r
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Summary

The preliminary conclusions given in the AAS abstract accur-

ately describe the present status of the work. Some additional

details are given in the progress report dated January 1977. Time

has not permitted generating a similar description here for the

profiles obtained in March 1977. It can be stated, however, that

the interactions of doppler-shifted 10830 X components and the
0

SiI 10827 A appear to be real and represent a serious complica-

tion that was not previously suspected. Even when there is no

apparent 10830/10827 interaction, profile changes on time scales

short comnai^ed to the scan time are so serious that for some stars,

it may be impossible to ever obtain a satisfactory final decon-

volved contour. Although progress was much delayed by instrumenta-

tion difficulties, it is felt that the available 10830 raw data

certainly satisfies the originally stated objectives of the

ground-based part of the grant proposal. The concentration on

the 10830 problem seemed obligatory and timely. Hence progress

on the 01 lines and the model atmosphere calculations was very

limited. It is hoped that the NAS-NRC Senior Associateship will

enable the principal investigator time to complete the data analy-

sis as well as initiate several publications on the 10830 problem.

In this sense, the 1977-78 period is envisioned as a period of

"no-cost" extension of the present work. Copies of the publica-

tions produced while on the Goddard staff will be transmitted to

NASA headquarters to be kept on file as appendices to this final

report.
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7	 Meisel, D. D., Saunders, B. A., and Kelly, D. R. 1977,

"Helium 10830 in Early-Type Stars," Bull. Am. Astron. Soc. 9, 366.

Feeney, M. T. 1976, "A Study of Lya and 01 X1306 Line

Profiles in Early Type Stars," M.A. Physics The.-is, SUNY-Geneseo.
i

Meisel, D. D. and Berg, R. A. 1975, "Helium X10830 in Alpha

I,
Virginis A and B," Ap. J. 198, 551.

Meisel, D. D. and Berg, R. A. 1974, "High Resolution Spec-

trophotometry of Selected Features in the 1.1 um Spectrum of Comet
I.

Kohoutek (1973f)," Icarus 23, 454.
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The JS;/SRL features a 40-cm aplanatic reflector with a
dwal star-tracking system and a detector system cunsist-

Ing of an .^chelle spectrographrid an SLC Vidieou. The

spertrux lornward of about 2800 exhibits numerous emis-

sion features attributable to the extended atmospheres

of this late-type supergiant (M2 lab). OF pa , '. 'cular
interest is the asyrr_etry in one of the (J9 If resonance

doublet emissions (2795.523 and 2602.E98A). As repotted
earlier (Kondo at al., 1972, AD. J., 176, 153; Kondo,
Morgan and Modisette, 1975, Ao, J., 196, L125; and
(lernat and Lambert, 1976, AO J., L047,_830), the 2795
emission is asymmetric, e. to the selective absorption

occurring in the cool shell surrounding Sete%euse.
1lcdisette, Nicholas and Kondo (1973 3 ^̂ J., 186, 219)
attributed the asymmetry to the selective absorption

by Fe I (2795.006A) tihile Bernat and Lambert attributed

it to Nn I (2794.817A) and Fe I. In the current

results we are able to delineate the absorption due to
the neutral metal as a distinct absorption feature

rather than merely as asymmetry in the lIg 11 2795

emission. The central wavelength of this absorption
feature tends to favor Fe 1.

33. Do. 05	 Low excitation early-type emissions

and late-type absorptions in the • wect 11m of RXPupols

M, KLUTZ, O. SINIONETT'), and S. P. SWINGS, Uni•..

Lib Ci•., Belgium. The high excitation emission lines

typical of a true symbiotic star that were reported by

P. Swings and Struve in 1941 are now absent. Spectro-

grams obtained in 1972, 1975, 1976 show essentially

emission lines of H (will% rapidly variable P Cygni

structure) and permitted and forbidden emissions of

singly- ionized metals, mainly Fell. In addition sharp

absorptions aredetecterl in 1977 oil 	 A mm-1 spectra

L:at are now obtainable because of the increase in

brightness of RX Puppis, An analysis of these new data

will be presented.

33.o9 . 05Balmer Lines Near the Series Limit fn A-Tvm
Spectra• R. J. PANEIC, Penn Smtc U. For seven bright,
A-type stars, the absoluto flux at 3600-4200 A has been
measured with 30 A resolution, using a photoelectric
scanning spectrometer. An attempt was made to directly
determine the instrumental line profile. The program stars
are well suited to comparison with models because they
have a well determined angular diameter and empirical

effective temper.mire. The a:fective temperatures range
front SODO-1000 914C, and the surfe^c gtavlry from
log g = 3.5-4.5, Ntne synthetic spectra In this wavelength
Interval have been computed using, recently published, line
blanketed model atmospheres. I!inse -alculations
explicitly include die detailed line absorption profiles of

thirv; Balmer lhhes. The quasistatL. approximation which
Is used for the Stark broadening should be accurate far
these high ^;erins lines. The tneorctLal spectra were
convolved with the Instrumontal pro(Ile for direct comparison
into tile 	 Each star Is complied to a model
on the basis of effective temperumre. The model
continuum flaxes for the hotter stars tend to be faint near
4000 R. After allowance for the absorption of metal lines
not Included fit doe theoretical spectra, the converging Balmer
lines are quantitatively seen to be wall reproduced by these
theoretical spectra.

33.10.05	 Moderate Resolution Ultraviolet Rocket
Observations 912-3100 % of Seven F•-Tyne Sears.
W. Ii. BRU9-c, G. 11. I10C,1T, and P. D. FELDMAN, The Johns
lloRkins Untve-slty. - Ultraviolet spectra In the wave-
length region 12 to 3100 is of seven hot stars were
obtained at 15 F resolution with three scanning

spectrometers. The spectrometers were aboard an
Aerobee 170 rocket, which was launched from Australia
oil 	 17, 1977, at 13:30 U.T. Stellar fluxes
have been determined with high photometric accuracy.
Stars observed were y Val (C 7), r, Pup (05), a Eri
(B5 IV), 0 Con (131 IT), a Vlr (BI V), p CMa (Al V).
The ants will be presented and compared with the

predictions of stellar model-atmosphere calculations.
Possible detection of the white dwarf companion of
Sirius will also be discussed. This work was
supported by NASA under grant NCR 21-001-001.

33 .11.099	 Helium 10630 ill Early-lope Stars I. D. D.
Pleluel, *t D. A. Saunders, and D. R. Kelly, SUNY-Geneseo.
- Fabry-Perot interferometric profiles for fifty of the

brighter early-type stars including supergiants, eclips-
ing binaries. Bp and Ap stars, &+ and shell stars, and
variable stars have been obtained using the Kitt Peak
0.9 m telescopes and the O.E.K. Mies 0.6 m telescope.

Results for 6 Persei (Algol) just before primary and
secondary eclipses show strong emission profiles last-

ing about 0.1 phase. An absorption line was seen dur-
ing secondary eclipse. A sampling of bright supergiant

stars (09-A2) show time-variable, camplicated absorp-
tion/emission profiles similar in many reupectn to those
obtained for the Be/shell stars. Obsurvations to com-

plete at least one profile of all 6 stars brighter than
my=4 north of 6--25° will continue. Ultimately these

IDs
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70830 profiles will be compared to I.ya and OI 1306 pro-
files in the same stars.

Tills work was supported by NASA Grant NGR 37-219-002.

*Associate C.E.K. Meet; Observatory, University of
Rochester.

+Visiting Astronomer Kitt Peak National Obscrvatory',
Operated by Aasociated Universities for Research in
Astronomy and Guest Snvestipator, Copernicus Tele-
scope, Princeton University Observatory.

33.12.05	 The Infrared Fo liose of V44 4 Cvg ni and
the Str^aturo o, tiolf _Pivet Stars. L. nartawnn, LrA -
Ob^servations of the a<Iipse ofthe MS cmmltnent a
the V444 Cyg ey.ten aL 2.2 and 3.44 ccnflnn the idea
that free-free	 is=iun is the sourer of rile infrared
excess. The optical and infrared eclipses have been
investig..t,.1 with a stellar atmospheres program: the
results support the model of Hartmann and Cassinelli
(1977, At). J., in press) of the lIN5 star no .`089G,
in which the optical photosphere is not accelerating.
The unique,ess of the model is discu_sed, along with
implications for theories of radiatively driven winds.

33.13.05	 The absolute sate Lr ]i energy distril:u ti on of
9 UF13 181V) inil_ ultr„vl^ICt r • ,d the VImUl.  1. J.
sTFLINGYL15, U;i2 V. IF 'f_YIA ar ani R. C. 11011LIN _Y._A_A/GSF'C.
The absolute spec"eral e nergy diatribiti-n of the star
n Una (M) has been Of sorvcd in Chu ultraviolet with the
OAc.-2, TD1-S2/GB and A10110 17 cxoerimcntr„ and by eohlin
and 9t •chcr with rockets. This basic collectim, of obser-
vations shows a maximum scatter of 351 near 1500 9. Lonq-
ward of 1]00 0 these data have a typical scatter of only
a 51. A new model atrcernere from Kuria with T = 17000 K
and log 9=4.00 agrees well with the collected ultraviolet
observations an0 the visunl flux distributionn on the
Hits” and La Lbam scale. The unted-lened model is within
20t of all obscrvntimis in the 1200 to 1700 

Q region
and within 5% lonuuard of 1700 ^. it 	 modified
version of the model that accounts for the line blocking
observed by the Copernicus satellite in p:aposed as the
absoluL2 flux stan3ard in the ultraviolet and the visual.
This sta, ;larei can be sued for in-flight calibration:: alai
to derive revised absolute rali.lrntiors for any exporc-
menc, thus placing all absolute flux n •asurements on a
common scale. Near the 1,eaY. of U.0 interstellar ex-
Unction curve at 2160 $ there is a max.mum of 51
difference between the model and the obs^rcations.

It ardor to
address the question of ^,hother Lhe rapid rotation of
11 UMa le fill '.:m I has a signafacone effeeL on

the shale of taw ultraviolet continua:.,, the TD1-52 W
flux distributions of-i UMa and the slow rotator c Dor
IBM, v sin r=e tug 	 I acre comeared in t.,e 1.700 to

2500 G region. The observed differences in sha pe can Lc

explained to 21 by a reasonable amount of extitctron
with E(D-V) = 0702, plus a small difference In temFerataca

of AT= 1400 A. Thus, the non-rotating model that f!ts
best f!m observation: of g UMa in the ultraviolet hoe
an error in the proposed it ux of less than 2'+, attribu-
table to r'itational effectfi.

33.14.05 The Superposf tier  of Layers Ptethcd A pg1_f Pd

to Emittin _ACmosp _enms. k. W. 'WHIIAKEH and 11. G. H.PAK.
Voièers t̀ ly of ClffornTa, Los l laro_s ,Scientific
Laboratory. - The superpositiml of layers n.ethco is ap-

plieT to plane-parallel atmospheres with given source
distributions. The procedure is based on the direct

application of theDrinciples of invariance conhinea

wi th ry relations.	 The method is dis-

cussed for source distributions that are p0lyncmial 01'
exponential functions of optical depth. Numerical

results are presented.

*The Transfer of Radiation by an Emitting Atmosphere.

11. II. Horak and C. Lundquist, Ate+. J. 119, 42, (1954;.

IV.	 C. Lundquist and H. flora)., A_p^ 1. 121, 175,

(1955).
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PS. 01. 03	 EnerEctics of NewIX Formed Corona: !nun

Systems. G. N. P0EU:61N, NCAR. - Followln. ..tar flares

and major coronal transient events, newt, 	 .mud magnet-

ic loops ore. often observed lit 	 N.V lines, and ;..

ila. The loop system rises lntu the corona from the b,.,r

at velocities of the order If 10 km/sec. This upward

motion does not reflect the expansion of single loop^
but, r-ther, the formation of new loapa at succcsoivel;

greater heighLs. According to the theory of Kapp and
Pneumnn, this phenomenon is the fesulr of the reu_nnec_-

tlon of field lines previously torn open '•y the there el
oho transient event, i.e., the relaxation of the ma{;.;et-

ic field to its original closed equilibrium canfl4411.r-
tion prior to the flare. One important obnervad proper-

ty of these systems is that very high Lca:pecaturc n:ctor-

fill (1' 
i 

7 x 10 'K) is seen It the top of the uw;

recently formed loops - indicating a large -. noigy input

at this location. Since the closed loop gvuc:etry

following Ceeonneatlall Possesses a lowor energy con cot

than that of the open geometry iremediately tollowin5

p^tl4;lta(^L PR1U;G 
^ PG^i.=^a

i
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